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  SHAADI.COM IS ONE OF INDIA'S BEST KNOWN BRANDS WORLD’S LARGEST MATRIMONIAL 

SERVICE SIMPLE OBJECTIVE - TO HELP PEOPLE FIND HAPPINESS 

      

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Parents and marriage seekers attention is warranted on this subject. Do not be in haste and urgent landing may be disastrous for all .it is pertinent to note 

that a person can marry woman of choice or man and criteria for marriage could be you can choose under four criteria beauty wealth nobility virtuousness and last one virtuousness is most important whereas you 

can compromise in three beauty wealth nobility but not virtuousness for a successful marriage and if you are getting all four in one person it is great but there is nothing wrong in seeking a wealthy person or woman 

for marriage .The procedure could spread your profile or resume through your community websites or magazines or daily news papers or web portals or what’s up groups but be careful in any situation and conduct 

interview carefully . Information technology and internet have changed the way people live and technology is helping every individual to discharge their responsibility towards well-wishers. Settling down  in the life 

is biggest problem of every person and your loved ones are worried about your marriage and you are worried about perfect match as per your basic criteria  .Matrimonial advertisements became part of all news 

papers now matrimonial apps have come to help the persons to find perfect person your choice almost in single click. Indians have tremendous faith in marriage institution .families believe in arranged marriages 

though love marriages are latest trends .As result the matrimonial websites are positioning in a very important role and several hundred matrimonial websites with easy to use have come up on internet and evarl 

hundred apps are available for Smart phones. Few of them are described below in their own claims as mentioned in their about us information. It is better to understand that this is facility only to find suitable match 

but you need to observe all that precaution while finalizing suitable match to marriage is most difficult task. As on internet all types of fake to real persons are putting their profiles. Precautions are important 

otherwise instead of heaven you enter hell.  Shaadi.com, one of India's best known brands and the world's largest matrimonial service was founded with a simple objective - to help people find happiness. The 

company pioneered online matrimonial in 1996 and continues to lead the exciting matrimony category after more than a decade. By redefining the way Indian brides and grooms meet for marriage, Shaadi.com has 

created a world-renowned service that has touched over 35 million people. It is completely a subject experience. As in real world, finding a partner may not be successful all the time, it will be the same for 

matrimonial sites as well. Finding a partner is no doubt challenging, and that is why verifying your matches is extremely important before getting married to someone. Matrimonial sites are simply a forum where 

you can find potential candidates who have the same agenda as yours, which is to get married. But I prefer you to choose premium membership instead of free. Because this is the one-time commitment of your life so 

be care full. So you need to be serious about what do you want. Just give all the details of yours and then take some time to get the review about those matrimonial sites. If it is convenient to you then go for 

subscription part. Actually, many got married through matrimonial sites. It is really a wonderful moment for many and many reportedly say it really works. It is not only providing its services to the urban youth but 

also diverse communities and caste throughout India.Its services are really user-friendly, anyone can easily work on it. The matrimonial sites work as the best medium, where you can find the candidates with 100% 

authentic contact details as per your choices and criteria. 

BharatMatrimony.com is one of the pioneers of online matrimony service. It is regarded as the most trusted matrimony website by Brand Trust Report. BharatMatrimony.com  have also been featured in Limca 

Book of records for having Record number of documented marriages online. BharatMatrimony.com  purpose is to build a better Bharat through happy marriages.  

 

Shaadi.com, The World's No.1 Matchmaking Service, was founded with a simple objective - to help people find happiness.Shaadi.com (sometimes mis-spelt as Shadi) is a social networking site specializing in 

matchmaking and not just a matrimonial service. As a leader in what is sometimes known as the matrimony category,  Shaadi.com have touched more than 35 million lives.Shaadi.com has always differentiated itself 

from other matrimonials through its innovation-led approach. By redefining the way Indian brides and grooms meet for marriage, Shaadi.com has created a world-renowned brand that has changed the way of 

finding a life partner. 

Jeevansathi.com:Jeevansathi.com is one of India’s leading matrimonial websites that has helped lakhs of members find their perfect life partner. Jeevansathi.com believe choosing a life partner is a big and important 

decision, and hence work towards giving a simple and secure matchmaking experience for you and your family. Each profile registered with Jeevansathi.com  goes through a manual screening process before going 

live on site; Jeevansathi.com provide superior privacy controls for Free; and also verify contact information of members.You can register for Free and search according to your specific criteria on age, height, 

community, profession, income, location and much more- on your computer, tablet or mobile. Regular custom mails and notifications make the process easier and take you closer to your Jeevansathi! 

Lovevivah Matrimonial Website: LoveVivah.com is one of the leading matrimonial websites of India for all prospective Indian brides and grooms who are looking for their soul-mates. LoveVivah.com is one of the 

most trusted Indian Matrimonial website. LoveVivah.com have the largest number of profiles of most eligible brides and grooms for wedding. LoveVivah.com is the only exclusive portal, which can offer you highly 

authentic and genuine profiles of Indian girls and boys for marriage from all over the India. Find the best match in communities like Rajput, Brahmin, Shatriya, Sikh, Jain, Buddhist, Christian, Muslim and many 

more. Join LoveVivah.com for absolutely free today and start searching for your life partner. 

www.vivaah.com offer over a variety of search options to suit your every need. The searches are based on Religion, Mother Tongue (community), Country, State of Residence, Profession, Keywords etc. In addition 

we also provide the Intelli-Match feature that matches profiles based on preferences info. www.vivaah.com  , provides all marriage/ wedding match making services all at no charges. www.vivaah.com is  among the 

best free Indian wedding web sites. Accurate and straightforward match making are the traits that customers have liked about www.vivaah.com . www.vivaah.com is passionate in our efforts to provide best money 

free/ no charges matrimony services to everybody on this site. Matches are made in heaven. Why pay for it on earth!! – you can  support www.vivaah.com effort by joining and spreading the word about us among your 

friends and relatives.  

Beware of frauds and fakes and cons ; Society is full of good people and bad people .Meet the prospects with family members or friends circle if it is first interview meeting .In internet era finding a long term 

companion is not easy these days and it is even more difficult online, say many prospective brides and grooms who reveal quirky and bizarre incidents . Matrimonial portals and online dating sites are no longer 

about finding just a soul mate. They have reportedly become platforms for many other reasons other than just finding your dream guy or girl. Countless men and women registering on matrimonial websites feel that 

they have been registered on them for years but all they find are guys and girls who are either looking for a sleep over, fling or just a good evening out. A most read news paper has published such stories and this 

reporter bring you instances of some of these men and women who reveal their experiences.. Sushil displays a picture of him wearing dark glasses, cap and trekking gear on a matrimonial website. He goes on a trip 

to Mumbai from Bangalore and hopes that he will find someone to spend a good evening from the matrimonial website he is registered on. So he sends messages to girls on the website and asks them out saying that 

he is interested in marriage and wants to meet for coffee. Instead of asking the usual questions, he asks, "Are you living alone? Do you live in a rented flat? Where do you live? Can I come over and have a cup of 

coffee? I believe in things happening fast. Whether it is sex, relationships or marriage! The girl in question was freaked out and had to immediately decline his interests but she reveals without disclosing her identity 

that such men do exist on matrimonial websites. * A 40 year old Ritika poses pretty pictures on a matrimonial website and though she mentions that she is looking for a man, she reveals in a conversation with a guy 

that she is okay looking for a relationship with a woman.-A smart, suave looking Vishal , working in a high flying corporate job in US comes to India looking for a bride and has arranged to meet prospective brides 

from a matrimonial website. He meets 3-4 women in a day. He has lunch with one, dinner with the next and sleeps with the last one he goes out on the date. And when the other girl who he had lunch with, asks, why 

he slept with a girl on a first date, he just dismisses it as: "If she is available and ready to have fun, why not." Finally he settles for a girl he meets on the last day before leaving for the US.- Misha , a fashion designer 

connects with a man on a marriage portal and exchanges cheesy emails and notes over phone. In a span of getting to know each other over email and telephone, she comes up with an idea of sending him a packet that 

contains gold jewellery and asks him to pay for it for the time being as she is short of finance. She promises to return the money but the guy is too smart to get into the trap.-There are guys who will chat with you on 

the first day and ask you to go on a drive. Countless men and women who send messages and interests to meet and get things started on the right note but fail to go on because they are either too busy or just not 

interested or wait for women to make a move. -According to many men and women who are trying to find a soul mate online, they feel that men or women don't respond, the identities are not true and they might be 

even married and just wanting to have a good time on a marriage website. -There are twice divorced men aged 50 looking for women who are around 25 and should not be divorced and they should be a 'virgin'. 

There are single men who are in their late 40s or 30s living in the US or UK, do not eat potatoes or onions and would want a companion who will also abstain from eating potatoes or onions.-There are single women 

who look out for men not living with their parents or in a joint family, have 3-4 maids and will marry on the condition that she is allowed to work in a night shift job.-There are instances of men asking women to 

travel to their home town, pay for their bills and then forgetting about the meeting when they don't find the prospects exciting.-Men who offer to go Dutch on a first date, women who wear revealing dresses on the 

first date and asking for an open marriage and men who feel that women should be ready to come to a discotheque or a movie on the first date. (Names have been changed to protect identity)  

According to experts you need to Filter Out the Flirts: There are many men online who, “just want to talk to girls without any intention of marrying them. Beware of such crooks .In a story a girl who has been using 

Shaadi.com to look for a man who is modest, respectful of his elders, will not demand a dowry and has some social status.Though her first encounter with a man she met on the site did not work out, she said it was a 

good experience because she talked to his parents first and then spent a month chatting with him before they met. “It was almost like the first time you meet your crush alone after expressing your feelings,” she 

said.Don’t Get Your Hopes Up: A girl from Goa, India, suggests that you wait to give a man you meet online your phone number because “most users are not reliable and serious.”She has been using Shaadi.com to 

look for a man who is ambitious, educated and fun-loving. she was disappointed when some of the men she met in person were not the way they presented themselves in their online photos and messages. Remember: 

ask for a few recent photos of your match without hats or sunglasses. Don’t Settle: One girl who has also been using Shaadi.com to look for a man who identifies as a feminist and is “well-educated enough to know his 

Nietzsche from his Kierkegaard.” Though she admits some of her requirements might be a little pretentious, she  wants a man interested in art and culture who is an atheist “of the non-Harris/Hitchens/Dawkins 

variety.” Also, she doesn’t want to have children. She says she probably won’t find her dream man on any website “or anywhere else.” Except maybe a university philosophy department. Don’t let your parents force 

you into signing up for “these pestilential sites in the first place,” she advises. All you will get is spam, and disappointment. One awkward phone call with a potential suitor ended when he asked girl how many 

children she wanted to “pop out,” and if it would be cool if they lived with his parents for the foreseeable future.“Maybe Tinder will finally come through instead,” she said. Another person   31, from Greensboro, 

N.C., used Shaadi.com to find his wife. He recommends being specific about the kind of partner you’re looking for on your profile. “After all, you will be judged on that basis and you’ve got to send the right message 

to the right person,” he said. He was looking for a non-judgmental, easygoing woman who was compatible with his family and friends. His first date asked him to fly to Texas, where she lived. Two years later, they 

were married.Deny, Deny, Deny: Another person 40, from New Delhi, said he was looking for a professional woman who has worked abroad and can drive, cook and swim, but does not snore. Most Indian women, he 

said, cannot do the first three, but often snore. He says to never admit to having any past relationships, even if the women you meet and their parents can reasonably assume that you have had some. “Indian women 

are looking for a Rama and Indian men are looking for a Sita,” he said, referring to the romantic Indian epic Ramayana. “No point in being Krishna,” the blue-colored Hindu god often depicted cavorting with 

women, he added.On his first date with one woman, he said, he wanted to escape because he thought she was too old. “But I was hungry,” he said. “So I ate, made small talk and left.”After 16 more attempts on Tamil 
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Matrimony, he finally found a bride and they were married.Don’t Overreach: Another persons  32, from Bangalore, India, has used several matrimonial sites, including Bharat Matrimony. He said he was looking 

for a good-looking, fair-skinned, educated woman who was career-oriented. But his first date with a woman he met on the site was the “worst,” he said. She was too smart. “Educated women have very high 

expectations,” he said. He recommends making your own decisions and not letting friends, family or others’ expectations influence you.Have an Open Mind: Another person 30, from Chennai, India, said he was 

looking for an open-minded, good-looking, ambitious woman on Urban Tryst. Still, he recommends you abandon your preconceived notions about a woman before you go on a date with her. “Have an open mind and 

meet everyone that seems compatible,” he suggests. He made sure his first date with one woman was over coffee, “to keep it general and hence wanting more.” He is up to the fourth date now with the same woman 

and says it is going well. 

Create a great online profile that showcases you and your criteria’s and what you seek very clearly : it is pertinent to note that a person can marry woman of choice or men and criteria for marriage could be you can 

choose under four criteria  beauty wealth nobility virtuous and last one virtue is most important whereas you can compromise in three beauty wealth nobility but not virtuous for a successful marriage and if you are 

getting all four in one person it is great but there is nothing wrong in seeking a wealthy person or woman for marriage .The procedure could spread your profile or resume through your community websites or 

magazines or daily news papers or web portals but be careful in any situation and conduct interview carefully . They say that “like attracts like,” so if you want to meet someone who is well-groomed, articulate, and 

interesting you first need to make sure your profile is of the same caliber. Post realistic but flattering photos, and write something about yourself that is intriguing and tells your suitors what you are passionate about 

and what makes you tick. Then watch how quickly other quality people who also put in the same type of effort are drawn to you. Spelling errors and grammatical blunders abound in online profiles; do you really 

want to present yourself as either uneducated or lazy? Self-taken photos reflected off the bathroom mirror with poor lighting and dirty towels in the background rarely make a good first impression. A frightening 

number of profile photos can be found that are taken from bad angles, have frowns on faces, or are primarily of the user’s pet dog, frog, or a pogo stick. Put simply, a quickly thrown-together profile with 

unflattering photos and misspellings of words like “Hi” (I have literally seen this spelled “Hie”) is NOT going to cut it! Putting your best foot forward can and will yield positive results when consistently applied. So 

get off to a fresh start by revamping your existing profile or by signing up for the first time with a great new profile. 

Sociology experts says you need not share any personal information until you’ve exchanged at least four to five meaningful emails within the original site. (I’m talking about your cell phone number, your personal 

email address, your living address etc.): First of all, you’re really able to tell a lot about a person based upon how he writes. So before you take the conversation to the phone, invest some time in reading his emails 

and profile. How much time did he put into his profile, and more important, how much time is he willing to put into get to know you? This is a great early gauge of “commitment,” because if he’s looking for a one-

night stand, he probably isn’t going to go back and forth with you sharing his innermost thoughts. Also, if by chance he’s an  online scammer (unfortunately, the net is teeming with these), he is going to want to 

communicate with you as quickly as possible in another forum where he doesn’t risk getting banned. A serious potential mate doesn’t have to be a poet laureate or a novelist to catch your attention. 

Reportedly Smart phone and Technology is here. Use It: Information is power! Once you feel comfortable moving to the next level, feel free to share your personal email or chat address, or better yet try Face Time 

or Skype. Now, for those who don’t find your iPod or computer’s monitor to project you in the most flattering light and  keep your “Skype date” short! Just say something like “it’s nice to have a quick hello, but let’s 

save the real magic till we’re face to face.” That way, you leave him anticipating more of you, and you also get to see him in living color and then determine if the two hours you’ll spend primping to meet “Mr. 

Wonderful” are justified before you make the investment! Don’t be afraid of going niche! Give the targeted dating sites a spin. Targeted sites that focus on common interests like marriage, religion, lifestyle, etc. can 

be a great way of not only meeting someone who is like-minded, but also like-intentioned. The more you have in common the more likely you are to connect on a deeper level. If the most important thing to you is 

being vegetarian, or fitness freak, or then why not find a site that attracts others who have the same values? And, yes, there’s a niche site for just about everyone!.Sociology experts says you need to leave him or her 

wanting more!:Have a fantastic time on the first interview date, laugh, share stories, even agree to one or two extra activities if things are going well, but please, by all means, don’t let it go on for too long. This is a 

situation where less is actually more. Would you rather let him learn everything about you in one mega-date or keep his interest and let him find out more by taking you out again? Remember, a long-term 

relationship is like a marathon.  

Conclusion and executive summary: Create a great online profile that showcases you and your criteria’s and what you seek very clearly : it is pertinent to note that a person can marry woman of choice or men and 

criteria for marriage could be you can choose under four criteria  beauty wealth nobility virtuous and last one virtue is most important whereas you can compromise in three beauty wealth nobility but not virtuous 

for a successful marriage and if you are getting all four in one person it is great but there is nothing wrong in seeking a wealthy person or woman for marriage .The procedure could spread your profile or resume 

through your community websites or magazines or daily news papers or web portals but be careful in any situation and conduct interview carefully . They say that “like attracts like,” so if you want to meet someone 

who is well-groomed, articulate, and interesting you first need to make sure your profile is of the same caliber.      

                                        
 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in 

Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


